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Abstracts 
The multi-hop routing in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) offers little protection against identity deception through 

replaying routing information. An adversary can exploit this defect to launch various harmful or even devastating 

attacks against the routing protocols, including sinkhole attacks, wormhole attacks and Sybil attacks. The situation is 

further aggravated by mobile and harsh network conditions. Traditional cryptographic techniques or efforts at 

developing trust-aware routing protocols do not effectively address this severe problem. To secure the WSNs against 

adversaries misdirecting the multi-hop routing, we have design and implemented TARF, a robust trust-aware routing 

framework for dynamic WSNs. Without tight time synchronization or known geographic information, TARF provides 

trustworthy and energy-efficient route. Most importantly, TARF proves effective against those harmful attacks 

developed out of identity deception; the resilience of TARF is verified through extensive evaluation with both 

simulation and empirical experiments on large-scale WSNs under various scenarios including mobile and RF-shielding 

network conditions. 

 

Keywords : CTP – Collection Tree Routing Protocol,WSN – Wireless Sensor Network,TARF - Trust Aware Routing 

Framework.

Introduction 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) mainly supports  

military applications and forest fire monitoring. A WSN 

comprises battery-powered sensor nodes with extremely 

limited processing capabilities. With a narrow radio 

communication range, a sensor node wirelessly sends 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs)  . With a narrow radio 

communication range, a sensor node wirelessly sends 

messages to a base station via a multi-hop path. 

However, the multi-hop routing of WSNs often becomes 

the target of malicious attacks. An attacker may tamper 

nodes physically, create traffic collision with seemingly 

valid transmission, drop or misdirect messages in routes, 

or jam the communication channel by creating radio 

interference. This paper focuses on the kind of attacks in 

which adversaries misdirect network traffic by identity 

deception through replaying routing information. Based 

on identity deception, the adversary is capable of 

launching harmful and hard-to-detect attacks against 

routing, such as selective forwarding, wormhole attacks, 

sinkhole attacks and Sybil attacks.As a harmful and 

easy-to-implement type of attack, a malicious node 

simply replays all the outgoing routing packets from a 

valid node to forge the latter node’s identity; the 

malicious node then uses this forged identity to 

participate in the network routing, thus disrupting the 

network traffic. Those routing packets, including their 

original headers, are replayed without any modification. 

it can collude with other malicious nodes to receive 

those routing packets and replay them somewhere far 

away from the original valid node, which is known as 

a wormhole attack. Since a node in a WSN usually 

relies solely on the packets received to know about the 

sender’s identity, replaying routing packets allows the 

malicious node to forge the identity of this valid node. 

After “stealing” that valid identity, this malicious node 

is able to misdirect the network traffic. For instance, 

it may drop packets received, forward packets to 

another node not supposed to be in the routing path, or 

even form a transmission loop through which packets 

are passed among a few malicious nodes infinitely. 

Sinkhole attacks are another kind of attacks that can be 

launched after stealing a valid identity. In a sinkhole 

attack, a malicious node may claim itself to be a base 

station through replaying all the packets from a real 

base station. Such a fake base station could gather more 

than half the traffic, creating a “black hole”. This same 

technique can be employed to conduct another strong 

form of attack - Sybil attack through replaying the 

routing information of multiple legitimate nodes, an 

attacker may present multiple identities to the network. 

Also, it is important to consider efficient energy use for 

battery- powered sensor nodes and the robustness of 

routing under topological changes as well as 

authentication and encryption. To protect WSNs from 

the harmful attacks exploiting the replay of routing 

information, we have designed and implemented a 

robust trust-aware routing framework, TARF, to secure 

routing solutions in wireless sensor networks. Based on 
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the unique characteristics of resource-constrained WSNs, 

the design of TARF centers on trustworthiness and 

energy efficiency 

 

Design considerations 
Before elaborating the detailed design of TARF, we 

would like to clarify a few design considerations first, 

including certain assumptions in Section 2.1 and the 

goals in Section 2.3. 

 

Assumptions 

We target secure routing for data collection tasks, which 

are one of the most fundamental functions of WSNs. In 

a data collection task, a sensor node sends its sampled 

data to a remote base station with the aid of other 

intermediate nodes, as shown in Figure 1. Though there 

could be more than one base station, our routing 

approach is not affected by the number of base stations; 

to simplify our discussion, we assume that there is 

only one base station. Additionally, to merely simplify 

the introduction of TARF,  we  assume  no  data  

aggregation  is  involved. 

 
Fig.1.Multi-hop routing for data collection of a 

WSN 

Nonetheless, our approach can still be applied to cluster- 

based WSNs with static clusters, where data are 

aggregated by clusters before being relayed. Cluster-

based WSNs allows for the great savings of energy and 

band- width through aggregating data from children 

nodes and performing routing and transmission for 

children nodes. In a cluster-based WSN, the cluster 

headers themselves form a sub-network; after certain 

data reach a cluster header, the aggregated data will 

be routed to a  base station only through such a sub-

network consisting of the cluster headers. Our 

framework can then be applied to this sub-network to 

achieve secure routing for cluster- based WSNs. 

Finally, we assume a data packet has at least the 

following fields: the sender id, the sender sequence 

number, the next-hop node id (the receiver in this one- 

hop transmission), the source id (the node that initiates 

the data), and the source’s sequence number. We insist 

that the source node’s information should be included 

for the following reasons because that allows the base 

station to track whether a data packet is delivered. It 

would cause too much overhead to transmit all the one-

hop information to the base station. Also, we assume the 

routing packet is sequenced. 

 

Authentication  requirements 

TARF requires that the packets are properly 

authenticated, especially the broadcast packets from  the 

base station. The broadcast from the base    station is 

asymmetrically authenticated so as to guarantee that an 

adversary is not able to manipulate a broadcast message 

from the base station. Importantly, with authenticated 

broadcast, even with the existence of attackers, TARF 

may use Trust Manager (Section 3.4) and the received 

broadcast packets for delivery information (Section 

3.2.1) to choose trustworthy path By circumventing 

compromised nodes. 

 

The base station broadcast packets which are 

asymmetrically authenticated. The asymmetric     

authentication of those broadcast packets from the base 

station is crucial to any successful secure routing 

protocol. It can be achieved through existing 

asymmetrically authenticated broadcast schemes that 

may require loose time synchronization. As an example, 

µTESLA achieves  asymmetric authenticated 

broadcast through a symmetric cryptographic algorithm 

and a loose delay schedule to disclose the keys from a 

key chain. Other examples of asymmetric 

authenticated broadcast schemes requiring either loose 

or no time synchronization are found. Considering the 

great computation cost                                                                              

incurred by a strong   asymmetric authentication 

scheme and the difficulty in key management, a regular 

packet other than a base station broadcast packet may 

only be moderately authenticated through existing 

symmetric schemes with a limited set of keys, such as 

the message authentication code provided byTinySec. 

 

Goals 

TARF mainly guards a WSN against the attacks 

misdirecting the multi-hop routing, especially those 

based on identity theft through replaying the routing 

information. TARF aims to achieve the following 

desirable properties: 

High Throughput : Throughput is defined as the ratio 

of the number of  all data packets delivered to  the 

base station to the number of all sampled data packets. 

In our evaluation, throughput at a moment is computed 

over the period from the beginning time (0) until that 

particular moment. Note that single-hop re-transmission 

may happen, and that duplicate packets are considered 

as one packet as far as throughput is concerned. 

Through- put reflects how efficiently the network is 
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collecting and delivering data. Here we regard high 

throughput as one of our most important goals. 

Energy Efficiency:  Data transmission accounts for a 

major portion of the energy consumption. We evaluate 

energy efficiency by the average energy cost to 

successfully deliver a unit-sized data packet from a 

source node to the base station. Note that link-level re-

transmission should be given enough attention when 

considering energy cost since each re-transmission 

causes a noticeable increase in energy consumption. If 

every node in a WSN consumes approximately the same 

energy to transmit a unit-sized data packet, we can use 

another metric hop-per-delivery to evaluate energy 

efficiency. Under that assumption, the energy 

consumption depends on the number of hops, i.e. the 

number of one-hop transmissions occurring. To 

evaluate how efficiently energy is used, we can measure 

the average hops that each delivery of a data packet 

takes, abbreviated as hop-per-delivery. 

Scalability & Adaptability : TARF should work well with 

WSNs of large magnitude under highly dynamic 

contexts. We will evaluate the scalability and adaptability 

of TARF through experiments with large-scale WSNs 

and under mobile and hash network conditions. 

 

Design of TARF 
TARF secures the multi-hop routing in WSNs against 

intruders misdirecting the multi-hop routing by 

evaluating the trustworthiness of neighboring nodes. 

It identifies such intruders by their low trustworthiness 

and routes data through paths circumventing those 

intruders to achieve satisfactory throughput. TARF is 

also energy- efficient, highly scalable, and well 

adaptable. Before introducing the detailed design, we 

first introduce several necessary notion here. 

Neighbor For a node N , a neighbor (neighboring node) 

of N is a node that is reachable from N with one-hop 

wireless transmission. 

Trust level For a node N , the trust level of a neighbor is a 

decimal number in [0, 1], representing N ’s opinion of that 

neighbor’s level of trustworthiness. Specifically, the trust 

level of the neighbor is N ’s estimation of the probability 

that this neighbor correctly delivers data received to the 

base station. That trust level is denoted as T in this paper.  

Energy cost For a node N , the energy cost of a neighbor 

is the average energy cost to successfully deliver a unit- 

sized data packet with this neighbor as its next-hop node, 

from N to the base station. That energy cost is denoted 

as E in this paper. 

 

Overview 

For a TARF-enabled node N to route a data packet to the 

base station, N only needs to decide to which 

neighboring node it should forward the data packet 

considering both the trustworthiness and the energy 

efficiency. Once the data packet is forwarded to that 

next-hop node, the remaining task to deliver the data to 

the base station is fully delegated to it, and N is totally 

unaware of what routing decision its next-hop node 

makes. N maintains a neighborhood table with trust 

level values and energy cost values for certain known 

neighbors.It is sometimes necessary to delete some 

neighbors’ entries to keep the table size acceptable. 

The technique of maintaining a neighborhood table of 

a moderate size is employed by TARF. A broadcast 

message from the base station is flooded to the whole 

network. 

 

In TARF, in addition to data packet transmission, there 

are two types of routing information that need to be 

exchanged: broadcast messages from the base station 

about data  delivery  and  energy  cost  report  messages  

from each node. Neither message needs 

acknowledgement. A broadcast message from the base 

station is flooded .The freshness of a broadcast message 

is checked through its field of source sequence number. 

The other type of exchanged routing information is the 

energy cost report message from each node. 

 

For each node N in a WSN, to maintain such a 

neighborhood table with trust level values and energy cost 

values for certain known neighbors, two components, 

EnergyWatcher and TrustManager, run on the node 

(Figure 2). EnergyWatcher is responsible for recording 

the energy cost for each known neighbor, based on N ’s 

observation of one-hop transmission to reach its 

neighbors and the energy cost report from those 

neighbors. A compromised node may falsely report an 

extremely low energy cost to lure its neighbors into 

selecting this compromised node as their next-hop 

node; however, these TARF-enabled neighbors 

eventually abandon that compromised next-hop node 

based on its low trustworthiness as tracked by 

TrustManager. TrustManager is responsible for tracking 

trust level values of neighbors based on network loop 

discovery and broadcast messages from the base station 

about data delivery. Once N  is able to decide its next-

hop  neighbor  according  to  its  neighborhood  table,  it 

sends out  its  energy report message: it  broadcasts to 

all  its  neighbors  its  energy  cost  to  deliver  a  packet 

from the node to the base station. The energy cost is 

computed as in Section 3.3 by EnergyWatcher. Such 

an energy cost report also serves as the input of its 

receivers.’ 
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Fig. 2. Each node selects a next-hop node based on 

its neighborhood table, and broadcast its energy cost 

within its neighborhood. To maintain this 

neighborhood table, Energy- Watcher and 

TrustManager on the node keep track of related events 

(on the left) to record the energy cost and the trust level 

values of its neighbors. 

 

Routing procedure 

TARF, as with many other routing protocols, runs as 

a periodic service. The length of that period 

determines how frequently routing information is 

exchanged and updated. At the beginning of each 

period, the base station broadcasts a message about data 

delivery during last period to the whole network 

consisting of a few contiguous packets (one packet 

may not hold all the information). Each such packet 

has a field to indicate how many packets are remaining 

to complete the broadcast of the current message. The 

completion of the base station broadcast triggers the 

exchange of energy report in this new period. 

Whenever a node receives such a broadcast message 

from the base station, it knows that the most recent 

period has ended and a new period has just started. No 

tight time synchronization is required for a node to 

keep track of the beginning or ending of a period. 

During each period, the EnergyWatcher on a node 

monitors energy consumption of one-hop transmission 

to its neighbors and processes energy cost reports from 

those neighbors to maintain energy cost entries in its 

neighborhood table; its TrustManager also keeps track 

of network loops and processes broadcast messages 

from the base station about data delivery to maintain 

trust level entries in its neighborhood table. 

 

To maintain the stability of its routing path, a node 

may retain the same next-hop node until the next fresh 

broadcast message from the base station occurs. 

Meanwhile, to reduce  traffic,  its  energy  cost  report  

could be configured to not occur again until the next 

fresh broadcast message from the base station. If a node 

does not change its next-hop node selection until the 

next broadcast message from the base station, that 

guarantees all paths to be loop-free, as can be deducted 

from the procedure of next-hop node selection. 

However, as noted in our experiments, that would lead 

to slow improvement in routing paths. Therefore, we 

allow a node to change its next-hop selection in a 

period when its current next-hop node performs the task 

of receiving and delivering data poorly. 

 

Next, we introduce the structure and exchange of 

routing information as well as how nodes make routing 

decisions in TARF. 

 

Structure and Exchange of Routing 

Information 

A broadcast message from the base station fits into at 

most a fixed small number of packets. Such a message 

consists of some pairs of <node id of a source node, an 

undelivered sequence interval [a, b] with a significant 

length>, <node id of a source node, minimal sequence 

number received in last period, maximum sequence 

number received in last period>, as well as several node 

id intervals of those without any delivery record in last 

period. To reduce overhead to an acceptable amount, 

our implementation selects  only a limited number of 

such pairs to broadcast (Section 5.1) and proved 

effective (Section 5.3, 5.4). Roughly, the effectiveness 

can be explained as follows: the fact that an attacker 

attracts a great deal of traffic from many nodes often gets 

revealed by at least several of those nodes being 

deceived with a high likelihood. The undelivered 

sequence interval [a, b] is explained as follows: the base 

station searches the source sequence numbers received 

in last period, identifies which source sequence numbers 

for the source node with this id are missing, and chooses 

certain significant interval [a, b] of missing source 

sequence numbers as an undelivered sequence interval. 

For example, the base station may have all the source 

sequence numbers for the source node 2 as {109, 110, 

111, 150, 151} in last period. Then [112, 149] is an 

undelivered sequence  interval; [109, 151] is also 

recorded as the sequence boundary of delivered 

packets. Since the base station is usually connected 

to a powerful platform such as a desktop, a program 

can be developed on that powerful platform to assist in 

recording all the source sequence numbers and finding 

undelivered sequence intervals. 

 

Accordingly, each node in the network stores a table 

of <node id of a source node, a forwarded sequence 

interval  [a,  b]  with  a  significant  length>  about  last 

period. The data packets with the source node and the 

sequence numbers falling in  this forwarded sequence 

interval [a, b] have already been forwarded by this node. 

When the node receives a broadcast message about data 

delivery, its TrustManager will be able to identify 
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which data packets forwarded by this node are not 

delivered to the base station. Considering the overhead 

to store such a table, old entries will be deleted once 

the table is full. 

 

Once a fresh broadcast message from the base station is 

received, a node immediately invalidates all the 

existing energy cost entries: it is ready to receive a 

new energy report from its neighbors and choose its 

new next-hop node afterwards. Also, it is going to 

select a node either after a timeout is reached or after 

it has received an energy cost report from some highly 

trusted candidates with acceptable energy cost. A node 

immediately broadcasts its energy cost to its neighbors 

only after it has selected a new next-hop node. That 

energy cost is computed by its EnergyWatcher (see 

Section 3.3). A natural question is which node starts 

reporting its energy cost first. For that, note that when 

the base station is sending a broadcast message, a side 

effect is that its neighbors receiving that message will 

also regard this as an energy report: the base station 

needs 0 amount of energy to reach itself. As long as 

the original base station is faithful, it will be viewed 

as a trustworthy candidate by TrustManager on the 

neighbors of the base station. Therefore, those neighbors 

will be the first nodes to decide their next-hop node, 

which is the base station; they will start reporting their 

energy cost once that decision is made. 

 

Route Selection 
Now, we introduce how TARF decides routes in a WSN. 

Each node N relies on its neighborhood table to select an 

optimal route, considering both energy consumption and 

reliability. TARF makes good efforts in excluding those 

nodes that misdirect traffic by exploiting the replay of 

routing information. 

 

For a node  N  to select  a route  for delivering data to 

the base station, N will select an optimal next-hop 

node from its neighbors based on trust level and energy 

cost and forward the data to the chosen next-hop node 

immediately. The neighbors with trust levels below 

a certain threshold will be excluded from being 

considered as candidates. Among the remaining known 

neighbors, N will select its next-hop node through 

evaluating each neighbor b based on a trade-off 

between TNb and ENb , with ENb and TNb being b’s 

energy cost and trust level value in the neighborhood 

table respectively.  Basically, ENb reflects the energy cost 

of delivering a packet to the base station from N 

assuming that all the nodes in the route are honest; 1 /TNb 

approximately reflects the number of the needed 

attempts to send a packet from N to the base station via 

multiple hops before such an attempt succeeds, 

considering the trust level of b. Thus, ENb  / TNb combines 

the trustworthiness and energy cost. However, the metric 

ENb / TNb suffers from the fact that an adversary may 

falsely reports extremely low energy cost to attract traffic 

and thus resulting in a low value of ENb / TNb even with 

a low TNb. Therefore, TARF prefers nodes with 

significantly higher trust values; this preference of 

trustworthiness effectively protects the network from an 

adversary who forges the identity of an attractive node 

such as a base station. For deciding the next-hop node, a 

specific trade-off between TNb and ENb TNb is 

demonstrated in Figure 5 (see Section 5.2). Observe that 

in an ideal misbehavior-free environment, all nodes are 

absolutely faithful, and each node will choose a neighbor 

through which the routing path is optimized in terms of 

energy; thus, an energy-driven route is achieved. 

 

Energy Watcher 

 Here we describe how a node N’s EnergyWatcher 

computes the energy cost ENb for its neighbor b in N’s 

neighborhood table and how N decides its own energy 

cost EN. Before going further, we will clarify some 

notations. ENb mentioned is the average energy cost of 

successfully delivering a unit-sized data packet from N 

to the base station, with b as N’s next-hop node being 

responsible for the remaining route. Here, one-hop re-

transmission may occur until the acknowledgement is 

received or the number of re-transmissions reaches a 

certain threshold. The cost caused by one-hop 

retransmissions should be included when computing 

ENb. Suppose N decides that A should be its next-hop 

node after comparing energy cost and trust level. Then 

N’s energy cost is EN = ENA. Denote EN→b as the 

average energy cost of successfully delivering a data 

packet from N to its neighbor b with one hop. Note that 

the re- transmission cost needs to be considered. With 

the above notations, it is straightforward to establish the 

following 

 

relation:  ENb = EN→b + Eb 

 

Since each known neighbor b of N is supposed to 

broadcast its own energy cost Eb to N, to compute ENb, 

N still needs to know the value EN→b, i.e., the average 

energy cost of successfully delivering a data packet from 

N to its neighbor b with one hop. For that, assuming that 

the endings (being acknowledged or not) of one- hop 

transmissions from N to b are independent with the same 

probability Psucc of being acknowledged, we first compute 

the average number of one-hop sendings needed before 

the acknowledgement is received as follows: 

∞ X i= 1  Psucc · (1 − Psucc)i=1  =1  / Psucc 
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Denote Eunit as the energy cost for node N to send a 

unit-sized data packet once regardless of whether it is 

received or not. Then we have 

 

ENb =Eunit/ Psucc+ Eb 

 

The remaining job for computing ENb is to get the 

probability Psucc that a one-hop transmission is 

acknowledged. Considering the variable wireless 

connection among wireless sensor nodes, we do not use 

the simplistic averaging method to compute Psucc. 

Instead, after each transmission from N to b, N’s 

EnergyWatcher will update Psucc based on whether that 

transmission is acknowledged or not with a weighted 

averaging technique. We use a binary variable Ack to 

record the result of current transmission: 1 if an 

acknowledgement is received; otherwise, 0. Given Ack 

and the last probability value of an acknowledged 

transmission P old succ, an intuitive way is to use a simply 

weighted average of Ack and P oldsucc as the value of Pnew 

succ. That is what is essentially adopted in the aging 

mechanism.However, that method used against sleeper 

attacks still suffers periodic attacks. To solve this 

problem, we update the Psucc value using two different 

weights as in our previous work , a relatively big Wdegrade 

∈ (0,1) and a relatively small Wupgrade ∈ (0,1) as follows:  

 pnew succ = (1 − Wdegrade) ×       Pold succ + Wdegrade × Ack, 

if Ack = 0. 

  (1 − Wupgrade) ×  Pold succ + Wupgrade × Ack, if Ack =1 . 

 

The two parameters Wdegrade and Wupgrade allow flexible 

application requirements. Wdegrade and Wupgrade  represent 

the extent to which upgraded and degraded performance 

are rewarded and penalized, respectively. If any fault and 

compromise is very likely to be associated with a high 

risk, Wdegrade should be assigned a relatively high value to 

penalize fault and compromise relatively heavily; if a few 

positive transactions can’t constitute evidence of good 

connectivity which requires many more positive 

transactions, then Wupgrade should be assigned a relatively 

low value. 

 

Trust manager  

A node N’s TrustManager decides the trust level of each 

neighbor based on the following events: discovery of 

network loops, and broadcast from the base station about 

data delivery. For each neighbor b of N, TNb denotes the 

trust level of b in N’s neighborhood table. At the 

beginning, each neighbor is given a neutral trust level 0.5. 

After any of those events occurs, the relevant neighbors’ 

trust levels are updated. Note that many existing routing 

protocols have their own mechanisms to detect routing 

loops and to react accordingly. In that case, when 

integrating TARF into those protocols with anti-loop 

mechanisms, TrustManager may solely depend on the 

broadcast from the base station to decide the trust level; 

we adopted such a policy when implementing TARF 

later (see Section 5). If anti-loop mechanisms are both 

enforced in the TARF component and the routing 

protocol that in- tegrates TARF, then the resulting hybrid 

protocol may overly react towards the discovery of loops. 

Though sophisticated loop-discovery methods exist in 

the currently developed protocols, they often rely on the 

comparison of specific routing cost to reject routes likely 

leading to loops [32].  

 

To minimize the effort to integrate TARF and the 

existing protocol and to reduce the overhead, when an 

existing routing protocol does not provide any anti- loop 

mechanism, we adopt the following mechanism to detect 

routing loops. To detect loops, the TrustManager on N 

reuses the table of <node id of a source node, a forwarded 

sequence interval [a, b] with a significant length> (see 

Section 3.2) in last period. If N finds that a received data 

packet is already in that record table, not only will the 

packet be discarded, but the TrustManager on N also 

degrades its next-hop node’s trust level. If that next-hop 

node is b, then Told Nb is the latest trust level value of b. 

We use a binary variable Loop to record the result of loop 

discovery: 0 if a loop is received; 1 otherwise. As in the 

update of energy cost, the new trust level of b is 

Tnew Nb =(1 − Wdegrade) × Told Nb + Wdegrade × Loop, if Loop 

= 0. 

= (1 − Wupgrade) × Told Nb + Wupgrade × Loop, if Loop = 1. 

 

Once a loop has been detected by N for a few times so 

that the trust level of the next-hop node is too low, N will 

change its next-hop selection; thus, that loop is broken. 

Though N can not tell which node should be held 

responsible for the occurrence of a loop, degrading its 

next-hop node’s trust level gradually leads to the 

breaking of the loop. On the other hand, to detect the 

traffic misdirection by nodes exploiting the replay of 

routing information, TrustManager on compares N’s 

stored table of <node id of a source node, forwarded 

sequence interval [a, b] with a significant length> 

recorded in last period with the broadcast messages from 

the base station about data delivery. It computes the ratio 

of the number of successfully delivered packets which 

are forwarded by this node to the number of those 

forwarded data packets, denoted as DeliveryRatio. Then 

N’s TrustManager updates its next-hop node b’s trust 

level as follows: 

Tnew Nb = 

(1 − Wdegrade) × Told Nb +Wdegrade × DeliveryRatio, if 

DeliveryRatio < Told Nb. 

(1 − Wupgrade) × Told Nb +Wupgrade × DeliveryRatio, if 

DeliveryRatio >= Told Nb. 
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Analysis on EnergyWatcher and 

TrustManager 

Now that a node N relies on its EnergyWatcher and 

TrustManager to select an optimal neighbor as its next- 

hop node, we would like to clarify a few important points 

on the design of EnergyWatcher and TrustManager. 

First, as described in Section 3.1, the energy cost report 

is the only information that a node is to passively receive 

and take as “fact”. It appears that such acceptance of 

energy cost report could be a pitfall when an attacker or 

a compromised node forges false report of its energy 

cost. Note that the main interest of an attacker is to 

prevent data delivery rather than to trick a data packet 

into a less efficient route, considering the effort it takes 

to launch an attack. As far as an attack aiming at 

preventing data delivery is concerned, TARF well 

mitigates the effect of this pitfall through the operation 

of TrustManager. Note that the TrustManager on one 

node does not take any recommendation from the 

TrustManager on another node. If an attacker forges 

false energy report to form a false route, such intention 

will be defeated by TrustManager: when the 

TrustManager on one node finds out the many delivery 

failures from the broadcast messages of the base station, 

it degrades the trust level of its current next-hop node; 

when that trust level goes below certain threshold, it 

causes the node to switch to a more promising next- hop 

node. Second, TrustManager identities the low 

trustworthiness of various attackers misdirecting the 

multi-hop routing, especially those exploiting the replay 

of routing information. It is noteworthy that 

TrustManager does not distinguish whether an error or 

an attack occurs to the next-hop node or other 

succeeding nodes in the route. It seems unfair that 

TrustManager downgrades the trust level of an honest 

next-hop node while the attack occurs somewhere after 

that next-hop node in the route. Contrary to that belief, 

TrustManager significantly improves data delivery ratio 

in the existence of attack attempts of preventing data 

delivery. First of all, it is often difficult to identify an 

attacker who participates in the network using an id 

“stolen” from another legal node. For example, it is 

extremely difficult to detect a few attackers colluding to 

launch a combined wormhole and sinkhole attack . 

Additionally, despite the certain inevitable unfairness 

involved, TrustManager encourages a node to choose 

another route when its current route frequently fails to 

deliver data to the base station. Though only those legal 

neighboring nodes of an attacker might have correctly 

identified the adversary, our evaluation results indicate 

that the strategy of switching to a new route without 

identifying the attacker actually significantly improves 

the network performance, even with the existence of 

wormhole and sinkhole attacks. Fig 3 gives an example 

to illustrate this point. In this example, node A, B, C and 

D are all honest nodes and not compromised. Node A 

has node B as its current next-hop node while node B has 

an attacker node as its next-hop node. The attacker drops 

every packet received and thus any data packet passing 

node A will not arrive at the base station. After a while, 

node A discovers that the data packets it forwarded did 

not get delivered. The TrustManager on node A starts to 

degrade the trust level of its current next-hop node B 

although node B is absolutely honest. Once that trust 

level becomes too low, node A decides to select node C 

as its new next-hop node. In this way node A identifies a 

better and successful route (A - C - D - base). In spite of 

the sacrifice of node B’s trust level, the network 

performs better. Further, concerning the stability of 

routing path, 

 
once a valid node identifies a trustworthy honest neighbor 

as its next-hop node, it tends to keep that next-hop 

selection without considering other seemingly attractive 

nodes such as a fake base station. That tendency is caused 

by both the preference to maintain stable routes and the 

preference to highly trustable nodes. Finally, we would 

like to stress that TARF is designed to guard a WSN 

against the attacks misdirecting the multi-hop routing, 

especially those based on identity theft through replaying 

the routing information. Other types of attacks such as the 

denial-of-service (DoS) attacks are out of the discussion 

of this paper. For instance, we do not address the attacks 

of injecting into the network a number of data packets 

containing false sensing data but authenticated (possibly 

through hacking). That type of attacks aim to exhaust the 

network resource instead of misdirecting the routing. 

However, if the attacker intends to periodically inject a 

few routing packets to cause wrong route, such attacks 

can still be defended by TARF throughTrustManager. 

 

Simulation 
In our experiments, initially, 35 nodes are randomly 

distributed within a 300*300 rectangular area, with 

unreliable wireless transmission. All the nodes have the 

same power level and the same maximal transmission 

range of 100m. Each node samples 6 times in every 

period; the timing gap between every two consecutive 

samplings of the same node is equivalent. We simulate 

the sensor network in 1440 consecutive periods. 
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Regarding the network topology, we set up three types 

of network topologies. The first type is the static-location 

case under which all nodes stand still. The second type 

is a customized group-motion-with-noise case based on 

Reference Point Group Mobility (RPGM) model that 

mimics the behavior of a set of nodes moving in one or 

more groups . The last type of dynamic network 

incorporated in the experiments is the addition of 

scattered RF-shielded areas to the afore mentioned 

group-motion-with-noise case. 

 

The performance of TARF is compared to that of a link 

connectivity-based routing protocol. With the Link-

connectivity protocol, each node selects its next-hop 

node among its neighborhood table according to an link 

estimator based on exponentially weighted moving 

average (EWMA). The simulation results show, in the 

presence of misbehaviors, the throughput in TARF is 

often much higher than that in Link-connectivity; the 

hop-per- delivery in the Link-connectivity protocol is 

generally at least comparable to that in TARF. 

 

Both protocols are evaluated under three common types 

of attacks: (1) a certain node forges the identity of the 

based station by replaying broadcast messages, also 

known as the sinkhole attack; (2) a set of nodes colludes 

to form a forwarding loop; and (3) a set of nodes drops 

received data packets. These experiments were 

conducted in the static case, the group-motion-with-

noise case, and the addition of RF-shielded areas to the 

group-motion-with-noise case separately. Generally, 

under these common attacks, TARF produces a 

substantial improvement over Link-connectivity in 

terms of data collection and energy efficiency. Further, 

we have evaluated TARF under more severe attacks: 

multiple moving fake bases and multiple Sybil attackers. 

As before, the experiments are conducted under all the 

three types of network topology. Under these two types 

of most severe attacks which almost devastates the Link-

connectivity protocol, TARF succeeds in achieving a 

steady improvement over the Link-connectivity 

protocol. 

 

TrustManager implementation details 
The TrustManager component in TARF is wrapped into 

an independent TinyOS configuration named 

TrustManagerC. TrustManagerC uses a dedicated logic 

channel for communication and runs as a periodic service 

with a configurable period, thus not interfering with the 

application code. Though it is possible to implement 

TARF with a period always synchronized with the routing 

protocol’s period, that would cause much intrusion into the 

source code of the routing protocol. The current 

TrustManagerC uses a period of 30 seconds; for specific 

applications, by modifying a certain header file, the period 

length may be re-configured to reflect the sensing 

frequency, the energy efficiency and trustworthiness 

requirement. TrustManagerC provides two inter- faces 

(see Figure 4), TrustControl and Record, which are 

implemented in other modules. The TrustControl interface 

provides the commands to enable and disable the trust 

evaluation, while the Record interface provides the 

commands for a root, i.e., a base station, to add delivered 

message record, for a non-root node to add forwarded 

message record, and for a node to retrieve the trust level 

of any neighboring node. The implementation on a root 

node differs from that on a non-root node: a root node 

stores the information of messages received (delivered) 

during the current period into a record table and broadcast 

delivery failure record; a non-root node stores the 

information of forwarded messages during the current 

period also in a record table and compute the trust of its 

neighbors based on that and the broadcast information. 

Noting that much implementation overhead for a root can 

always be transferred to a more powerful device connected 

to the root, it is reasonable to assume that the root would 

have great capability of processing and storage. 

 
A root broadcasts two types of delivery failure record: at 

most three packets of significant undelivered intervals 

for individual origins and at most two packets of the id’s 

of the origins without any record in the current period. 

For each origin, at most three significant undelivered 

intervals are broadcast. For a non-root node, considering 

the processing and memory usage overhead, the record 

table keeps the forwarded message intervals for up to 20 

source nodes, with up to 5 non-overlapped intervals for 

each individual origin. Our later experiments verify that 

such size limit of the table on a non-root node produces a 

resilient TARF with moderate overhead. The record table 

on a node keeps adding entries for new origins until it 

is full.With our current implementation, a valid trust 

value is an integer between 0 and 100, and any node is 

assigned an initial trust value of 50. The weigh 
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parameters are: wupgrade   =  0.1,  wdegrade   =  0.3.  

The  trust  table  of  a non-root node  keeps the trust 

level for up to 10 neighbors. Considering that an 

attacker may present multiple fake id’s, the 

implementation evicts entries with a trust level close to 

the initial trust of any node. Such eviction policy is to 

ensure that the trust table remembers those neighbors 

with high trust and low trust; any other neighbor not in 

this table is deemed to have the initial trust value of 

50. 

 

Incorporation of TARF into existing protocols 

To demonstrate how this TARF implementation can be 

integrated into the existing protocols with the least effort, 

we incorporated TARF into a collection tree routing 

protocol (CTP). The CTP protocol is efficient, robust, 

and reliable in a network with highly dynamic link 

topology. It quantifies link quality estimation in order to 

choose a next-hop node. The software platform is 

TinyOS 2.x. To perform the integration, after proper 

interface wiring, invoke the TrustControl.start command 

to enable the trust evaluation; call the 

Record.addForwarded command for a non-root node to 

add forwarded record once a data packet has been 

forwarded; call the Record.addDelivered command for a 

root to add delivered record once a data packet has been 

received by the root. Finally, inside the CTP’s task to 

update the routing path, call the Record.getTrust 

command to retrieve the trust level of each next-hop 

candidate; an algorithm taking trust into routing 

consideration is executed to decide the new next-hop 

neighbor.(See Figure 5).  

 

Similar to the original CTP’s implementation, the 

implementation of this new protocol decides the next-hop 

neighbor for a node with two steps (see Figure 5): Step 1 

traverses the neighborhood table for an optimal candidate 

for the next hop; Step 2 decides whether to switch from 

the current next-hop node to the optimal candidate found. 

For Step 1, as in the CTP implementation, a node would 

not consider those links congested, likely to cause a loop, 

or having a poor quality lower than a certain threshold. 

This new implementation prefers those candidates with 

higher trust levels; in certain circumstances, regardless of 

the link quality, the rules deems a neighbor with a much 

higher trust level to be a better candidate (see Figure 5). 

The preference of highly trustable candidates is based on 

the following consideration: on the one hand, it creates 

the least chance for an adversary to misguide other nodes 

into a wrong routing path by forging the identity of an 

attractive node such as a root; on the other hand, 

forwarding data packets to a candidate with a low trust 

level would result in many unsuccessful link-level 

transmission attempts, thus leading to much re-

transmission and a potential waste of energy. When the 

network throughput becomes low and a node has a list of 

low-trust neighbors, the node will exclusively use the 

trust as the criterion to evaluate those neighbors for 

routing decisions. As show in Figure 5, it uses trust/cost 

as a criteria only when the candidate has a trust level 

above certain threshold. The reason is, the sole trust/cost 

criteria could be exploited by an adversary replaying the 

routing information from a base station and thus 

pretending to be an extremely attractive node. As for Step 

2, compared to the CTP implementation, we add two 

more circumstances when a node decides to switch to the 

optimal candidate found at Step 1: that candidate has a 

higher trust level, or the current next-hop neighbor has a 

too low trust level. 

 

 
 

Empirical EvaluationonMotelab 

We evaluated the performance of TARF against a 

combined sinkhole and wormhole attack on Motelab at 

Harvard University. 184 TMote Sky sensor motes were 

deployed across many rooms at three floors in the 

department building (see Figure 6), with two to four 

motes in most rooms. Around 97 nodes functioned 

properly while the rest were either removed or disabled. 

Each mote has a 2.4GHz Chipcon CC2420 radio with an 

indoor range of approximately 100 meters. In Figure 6, 

the thin green lines indicate the direct (one-hop) wireless 

connectoin between motes. Certain wireless connection 

also exists between nodes from different floors. 
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We developed a simple data collection application in 

TinyOS 2.x that sends a data packet every five seconds to 

a base station node (root) via multi-hop. This application 

was executed on 91 functioning non-root nodes on Mote- 

lab. For comparison, we used CTP and the TARF-

enabled CTP implementation as the routing protocols for 

the data collection program separately. The TARF-

enabled CTP has a TARF period of 30 seconds. We 

conducted an attack with five fake base stations that 

formed a wormhole. As in Figure 6, whenever the base 

station sent out any packet, three fake base stations which 

overheard that packet replayed the complete packet 

without changing any content including the node id. 

Other fake base stations overhearing that replayed packet 

would also replay the same packet. Each fake base station 

essentially launched a sinkhole attack. Note that there is 

a distinction between such malicious replay and the 

forwarding when a well-behaved node receives a 

broadcast from the base station. When a well-behaved 

node forwards a broadcast packet from the base station, 

it will include its own id in the packet so that its receivers 

will not recognize the forwarder as a base station. We 

conducted the first experiment by uploading the program 

with the CTP protocol onto 91 motes (not including those 

5 selected motes as fake bases in later experiments), and 

no attack was involved here. Then, in another 

experiment, in addition to programming those 91 motes 

with CTP, we also programmed the five fake base 

stations so that they stole the id the base station through 

replaying. In the last experiment, we programmed those 

91 motes with the TARF-enabled CTP, and programmed 

the five fake base stations as in the second experiment. 

Each of our programs run for 30 minutes. As illustrated 

in Figure 7(a), the existence of the five wormhole 

attackers greatly degraded the performance of CTP: the 

number of the delivered data packets in the case of CTP 

with the five-node wormhole is no more than 14% that in 

the case of CTP without adversaries. The TARF-enabled 

CTP succeeded in bringing an immense improvement 

over CTP in the presence of the five-node wormhole, 

almost doubling the throughput. That improvement did 

not show any sign of slowing down as time elapsed. The 

number of nodes from each floor that delivered at least 

one data packet in each six-minute sub-period is plotted 

in Figure 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c) separately. On each floor, 

without any adversary, at least 24 CTP nodes were able 

to find a successful route in each six minute. However, 

with the five fake base stations in the wormhole, the 

number of CTP nodes that could find a successful route 

goes down to 9 for the first floor; it decreases to no more 

than 4 for the second floor; as the worst impact, none of 

the nodes on the third floor ever found a successful route. 

A further look at the data showed that all the nine nodes 

from the first floor with successful delivery record were 

all close to the real base station. The CTP nodes relatively 

far away from the base station, such as those on the 

second and the third floor, had little luck in making good 

routing decisions. When TARF was enabled on each 

node, most nodes made correct routing decisions 

circumventing the attackers. That improvement can be 

verified by the fact that the number of the TARF- enabled 

nodes with successful delivery record under the threat of 

the wormhole is close to that of CTP nodes with no 

attackers, as shown in Figure 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c). 

 

Application: mobile target detection in the Pres- ence 

of an Anti-Detection Mechanism 

To demonstrate how TARF can be applied in networked 

sensing systems, we developed a proof-of-concept 

resilient application of target detection. This application 

relies on a deployed wireless sensor network to detect a 

target that could move, and to deliver the detection events 

to a base station via multiple hops with the TARF- 

enabled CTP protocol. For simplification, the target is a 

LEGO MINDSTORM NXT 2.0 vehicle robot equipped 

with a TelosB mote that sends out an AM(Active 

Message) packet every three seconds. A sensor node 

receiving such a packet from the target issues a detection 

report, which will be sent to the base station with the 

aforementioned TARF-enabled CTP protocol. The 

experiment is set up within a clear floor space of 90 by 

40 inches with 15 TelosB motes (see Figure 8(a)). To 

make the multi-hop delivery necessary, the transmission 

power of all the Telosb motes except two fake base 

stations in the network is reduced through both software 

reduction and attenuator devices to within 30 inches. The 

target uses an anti-detection mechanism utilizing a fake 

base station close to the real base station, and another 

remote base station close to the target and mounted on 

another LEGO vehicle robot. The two fake base stations, 

with a transmission range of at least 100 feet, collude to 

form a wormhole: : the fake base station close to the base 

station replays all the packets from the base station 
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immediately; the remote fake base station, after receiving 

those packets, immediately replays it again. 

 

 
 

 
This anti- detection mechanism tricks some network 

nodes into sending their event reports into these fake 

base stations instead of the real base station. Though the 

fake base station close to the real base station is capable 

of cheating the whole network alone by itself with its 

powerful radio for a certain amount of time, it can be 

easily recognized by remote nodes as a poor next-hop 

candidate soon by most routing protocols based on link 

quality: that fake base station does not acknowledge the 

packets “sent” to it from remote nodes with a weak radio 

via a single hop since it can not really receive them. 

Thus, the anti- detection mechanism needs to create such 

a wormhole to replay the packets from the base station 

remotely. 

 

The target node 14 and the fake base station 13 close to it 

move across the network along two parallel tracks of 

22 inches back and forth (see Figure 8(b)); they travel 

on each forward or backward path of 22 inches in 

around 10 minutes. The experiment lasts 30 minutes. For 

comparison, three nodes 9, 10 and 11 programmed with 

the CTP protocol are paired with another three nodes 6, 7 

and 8 programmed with the TARF-enabled CTP (see Fig- 

ure 8(b)); each pair of nodes are physically placed close 

enough. All the other nodes, except for the fake base 

stations and the target node, are programmed with the 

TARF-enabled CTP. To fairly compare the performance 

between CTP and the TARF-enabled CTP, we now focus 

on the delivered detection reports originating from these 

three pairs of nodes: pair (9, 6), (10, 7) and (11, 8). For 

the timestamp of each detection report from these six 

nodes, we plot a corresponding symbol: a purple circle 

for the nodes with the TARF-enabled CTP; a black cross 

for the CTP nodes. The resulting detection report is 

visualized in Figure 9(a). Roughly, the TARF nodes 

report the existence of the target seven times as often 

as the CTP nodes do. More specifically, as shown in 

Figure 9(b), in the pair (9, 6), no report from CTP node 

9 is delivered while 46 reports from TARF node 6 is 

delivered; in the pair (10, 7), no report from CTP 

node 10 is delivered while 80 reports from TARF node 

7 is delivered; in the pair (11, 8), 40 reports from CTP 

node 11 is delivered while 167 reports from TARF node 
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8 is delivered. Taking into account the  spatial  proximity  

between  each pair of nodes, the TARF-enabled CTP 

achieves an enormous improvement in target detection 

over the original CTP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The demonstration of our TARF-based target detection 

application implies the significance of adopting a secure 

routing protocol in certain critical applications. The 

experimental results indicate that TARF greatly 

enhances the security of applications involving multi-

hop data delivery. 

 

Related work 
We discuss more related work here in addition to the 

introduction in Section 1. It is generally hard to protect 

WSNs from wormhole attacks, sinkhole attacks and 

Sybil attacks based on identity deception. The 

countermeasures often requires either  tight  time  

synchronization or known geographic information as a 

feedback-based secure routing protocol for WSNs , uses 

a statistics-based detection on a base station to dis- 

cover potentially compromised nodes. But the claim that 

FBSR is resilient against wormhole and Sybil attacks 

is never evaluated or examined; the Keyed-OWHC-

based authentication used by FBSR also causes 

considerable overhead. There also exists other work 

on trust-aware secure routing that is evaluated only 

through computer simulation. 

 

There are certain existing  secure  routing  solutions for 

WSNs based on trust and reputation management; 

however, they rarely address the “identity theft” ex- 

ploiting the replay of routing information. Two such 

representative solutions are ATSR and TARP . Neither 

ATSR nor TARP offers protection against the identity   

deception through replaying routing information. 

ATSR is a location-based trust-aware routing solution 

for large WSNs. ATSR incorporates a distributed trust 

model utilizing both direct and indirect trust, 

geographical information as well as authentication to 

protect the WSNs from packet misforwarding, packet 

manipulation and acknowledgements spoofing. Another 

trust-aware routing protocol for WSNs is TARP , which 

exploits nodes’ past routing behavior and link quality 

to determine efficient paths. 
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Conclusions 
We have designed and implemented TARF, a robust 

trust-aware routing framework for WSNs, to secure 

multi-hop routing in dynamic WSNs against harmful 

attackers exploiting the replay of routing information. 

TARF focuses on trustworthiness and energy efficiency, 

which are vital to the survival of a WSN in a hostile 

environment. With the idea of trust management, TARF 

enables a node to keep track of the trustworthiness of its 

neighbors and thus to select a reliable route. Our main 

contributions are listed as follows. (1) Unlike previous 

efforts at secure routing for WSNs, TARF effectively 

protects WSNs from severe attacks through replaying 

routing information; it requires neither tight time 

synchronization nor known geographic information. (2) 

The resilience and scalability of TARF is proved  

through both extensive simulation and empirical 

evaluation with large-scale WSNs; the evaluation 

involves both static and mobile settings, hostile network 

conditions, as well as strong attacks such as wormhole 

attacks and Sybil attacks. (3) We have implemented a 

ready-to-use TinyOS module of TARF with low 

overhead; as demonstrated in the paper, this TARF 

module can be integrated into existing routing protocols 

with the least effort, thus producing secure and efficient 

fully-functional protocols. (4) Finally, we demonstrate a 

proof-of-concept mobile target detection application that 

is built on top of TARF and is resilient in the presence 

of an anti-detection mechanism; that indicates the 

potential of TARF in WSN applications. 
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